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I.

Getting Started
a. Why make a VistaPE Drive?
Pre-installation Environments provides a base for a number of useful tools and
abilities. It can assist hardware troubleshooting and problem isolation by allowing
you to boot a clean and an almost fully operational OS and testing most
hardware/software from a clean/stable environment.
 You can test things that you otherwise would not test on the Living OS of
the machine. You can use registry editing tools to troubleshoot problems
with the startup keys. You can backup/retrieve information safely to other
storage mediums in case the primary native OS of the machine is corrupted
and no longer boots.
 You can ghost images to/from the machine. You can web browse safely
without fear of corrupting the primary machine’s OS.
 You can reset user passwords/create administrators.
 You can run memory tests/wipe disks and perform many other diagnostics.
 You can use System Restore to go back to working restore points.
b. Prerequisites.
This guide assumes a few things; that the reader is comfortable with:
 using computers
 using/installing Windows operating systems
 using general file/explorer tools (particularly file path management)
 installing other software programs.
 editing text/script files.
Also that:
 there is a stable internet connection.
 there is an available Windows XP Pro or Vista Business/Enterprise/Ultimate
OS media to build from.
Note: There are rules for PE as defined by Microsoft. This guide assumes the
user is following them. In particular, in no way are PE’s designed or intended or
allowed to be run as the main primary OS. They are to be limited to a 24-hour
run-time.
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c. Tools
 USB Hard drive or Thumb drive 8 gigs or better suggested.
 X86-64 Computer to build with. XP Pro or Vista
Business/Enterprise/Ultimate OS readily available to build from.
 Optional - Virtual PC Environment like MS Virtual PC 2007 or VM Ware or a
proper physical test machine.
 Microsoft Windows Vista SP1/Server 2008 Windows Automated Installation
Kit
 Symantec/Norton Ghost11+ (works better with Vista)
d. Disclaimer
The author assumes no responsibility for misuse or problems resulting from use
of the tools or this guide. It’s meant to be helpful but in some situations using this
information is not appropriate and could prove harmful if done on certain
workstation builds.
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II.

Virtual Machine Setup

This guide assumes all building is done in a Windows XP Pro SP3 32-bit Virtual Machine.
This assures that the environment being built within is clean and that the resources being
compiled are clean. It also helps isolate build problems. If you prefer to do this under your
native primary OS feel free to do so. Just note things may not work as smoothly. If you are
using Vista 32/64-bit or Windows 7 32/64-bit, you may need to adjust or run things in
compatibility/admin mode to be able to build properly.
a. Microsoft Virtual PC 2007 (You can use VMWare or Virtual Box if you prefer, but
these instructions are for MS Virtual PC 2007)
The Virtual environment this guide is created under is Microsoft Virtual PC 2007
SP1. You can download this and it will work under Windows XP, Windows Vista,
and Windows 7. (as alternatives VirtualBox, VMWare should also work).
i. Download the appropriate installation Virtual PC 2007 SP1 files for x86 or x64 at
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?displaylang=en&FamilyID=28c97d22-6eb84a09-a7f7-f6c7a1f000b5 (scroll down to get to the download links)
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ii. Install it and begin configuring it. Run the software and at the Virtual PC Console click the New
button.

iii. Click Next then select Create a Virtual Machine then hit Next again.

iv. Name it appropriately and hit Next. Select Windows XP Operating system and hit Next.
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v. Select Adjusting the RAM and make it 512 megs or better and hit Next. Select A New Virtual
Hard Disk and hit Next.

vi. You can hit Next then Finish here or adjust the Virtual Hard disk size (suggest a minimum of 20
gigabytes).
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vii. Select your Virtual Machine and hit the Start Button. Immediately hit Right Alt+P keys to Pause.
Then open the CD Menu and choose Capture ISO image, and then browse to and select your
Windows XP SP3 iso image file. OR Use Physical Drive (select appropriate drive letter and put in
the Windows XP Pro SP2+ installation CD). If it doesn’t boot to the CD image or Physical Drive,
go ahead and click Action then select Reset to reboot the Virtual Machine.
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Very helpful hint: Hitting the right-alt key will allow you to unlock the mouse cursor from the virtual machine.
viii. Hopefully you will be greeted with a familiar screen. Continue setting things up as you normally
would for a clean Windows XP Pro installation. Installing Hotfixes, anti-virus etc.

ix. Install Virtual Machine Additions by clicking Action (in the upper left) then Install/Update Virtual
Machine Additions. Just follow the steps until it is done installing and restart the Virtual
Machine. This will allow you to move your mouse cursor seamlessly between Virtual PC window
and main OS. It also allows for more sharing of resources between the two.
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x. Setup Networking by going to Edit then Settings then Select Networking and set Adapter 1 to
Shared Networking (NAT). You can also setup Network sharing here so that you have a way to
transfer files into and out of the Virtual Machine.

At this point the Virtual PC should be ready to starting the next step.
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III.

Installing Windows Automated Installation Kit and setting up WIM Mounting
a. Downloading and installing
i. Download and install Windows Vista SP 1 and Windows Server 2008 WAIK.
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?displaylang=en&FamilyID=94bb6e34-d8904932-81a5-5b50c657de08

ii. If using a Virtual Machine then use CD then Capture ISO Image and choose the downloaded file.
Start the installation process (you may have to install the .NET framework setup and MSXML 6.0
setup first, if so go ahead and do so).

That should do it.
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b.

Setting up WIM Mounter
i. Goto the following web site and grab the x86 and x64 registry files for adding WIM Mounting
support http://www.windows-now.com/blogs/robert/archive/2007/11/04/mounting-wimimages-from-windows-explorer.aspx
WIMMounterFiles.rar

ii.
iii.

iv.
v.
vi.

vii.

viii.

I’ve also made them available here
Make a folder in C:\ called “mounted_wim” this is where any mounted WIM’s file contents will
be visible.
Goto C:\Program Files\Windows AIK\Tools\ARCH where ARCH is your platform type probably
x86 or amd64 (note IA64 is only for Intel Itanium, normal Core 2’s etc. will be amd64, I know
that sounds wrong but trust me). Find the file wimfltr.inf and right-click on it and choose Install.
Import the appropriate registry file wim-x86 or wim-x64 by double-clicking on it and following
the prompts to install it. For x86 this is first the Run button and then the Yes button.
Restart the computer or Virtual Machine.
Test to make sure it’s working. Goto C:\Program Files\Windows AIK\Tools\PETools\x86 and
right-click on winpe.wim you should get options for Mount, Commit Changes, Dismount and
Mount Writeable.
Go ahead and click Mount. Then look in C:\mounted_wim to see folder structure that includes
Program Files, a hidden dir ProgramData, Users and Windows. This means things are working
properly.
Go back to C:\Program Files\Windows AIK\Tools\PETools\x86 right-click on the winpe.wim file
again and choose Dismount.

Most of this information is from ---> http://grandstreamdreams.blogspot.com/2008/08/mount-imagex-wims-viawindows-explorer.html
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IV.

Installing Winbuilder & Configuring VistaPE Project
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Downloading the WinBuilder main project website: http://winbuilder.net/ This guide uses the 076 build.
The direct download page is http://winbuilder.net/download.php?list.3
Go to the link above and download and install the latest WinBuilder (this guide assumes Winbuilder 076)
Extract the contents to a folder (this guide assumes c:\Winbuilder076\)
Run WinBuilder.exe and on the right side where it says “Please select the projects you want to
download” choose vistape.net/project then click the Download button on the left. Note: It may have
errors downloading certain parts. Just hitting the Download button in the upper right, and clicking the
download button until all pieces have downloaded successfully. This guide uses VistaPE v.12 (RC1)

f.

Test a build. When everything is done downloading you should be able to hit the big blue play arrow to
start a script build. When it is finished you should end up with a VistaPE-Core.iso file in the
c:\Winbuilder076\iso folder. This image file can be burned to CD/DVD and used to boot a machine into
the VistaPE environment.
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g. Go ahead and test the VistaPE-Core.iso file. If you are building under a VM you will have to transfer it
out of the virtual machine to do so. See Page 8 {II.a.xi} for instructions on setting up network share. You
can create a new VM and then map the CD-ROM to the image file. If this is a physical CD just go ahead
and boot off of it. If everything is working it should boot to GRUB4DOS first then continue to VistaPE.

Please Note: If you run into build errors check to make sure you have full admin rights to the build
folders. Also it helps to build on a NTFS formatted partition. Otherwise you may get an error saying
“winload.exe is either corrupt or missing.”
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V.

Integrating PGP (OPTIONAL)
This chapter is completely optional and can be skipped. PGP is commercial encryption software to encrypt
hard drives with. If you don't use it in your area, this chapter does not apply to you. Also note that there
are laws governing the export of encryption software and it is commercial software so none of those files
are distributed here. Also optionally there are VistaPE scripts you can download using the Download
Center for Winbuilder for VistaPE. They are under Apps\Security called disccryptor.script and
TrueCrypt.script if the use wants to implement something other than PGP encryption.
a. Goto PGP and get the PE Plug-in  https://support.pgp.com/?faq=807 get the proper version for your
environment. Stanford is v991
Note: It is important to use the SAME version that your area uses otherwise you may not be able gain
access to, and may even corrupt your encrypted volumes.

WDE.zip

PGPpe-991.zip

b. Get Stanford’s PGP Client using the link below (you will have to use your own client if you're not a
Stanford authorized PGP user). You can install this under a different clean install VM and then encrypt it
and use it for testing.
Note: You will have to install it somewhere to get the files needed or use the below zip file. WDE.zip
(removed zip file for global internet)
http://www.stanford.edu/services/encryption/wholedisk/install_windows.html#c2
c. If you didn’t get the WDE.zip file above then you will need to install the Stanford PGP installer file (or
your own version) and then get the files in the table below and copy then to C:\WDE\ in your Genius
Drive Development Virtual Machine. Otherwise just extract the contents of the WDE.zip file so the files
all end up in C:\WDE (and not c:\WDE\WDE etc.)
c:\Program Files\PGP Corporation\PGP Desktop\pgpbootb.bin
c:\Program Files\PGP Corporation\PGP Desktop\pgpbootg.bin
c:\Program Files\PGP Corporation\PGP Desktop\PGPwde.exe
c:\Program Files\PGP Corporation\PGP Desktop\Stage1 (note “Stage1” is the filename with no extension)
c:\Windows\system32\PGPsdk.dll
c:\Windows\system32\PGPsdknl.dll
c:\Windows\system32\PGPwd.dll
c:\Windows\system32\drivers\PGPwded.sys
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d. Extract the PGPpe-991.zip file (or your own version) and you’ll probably have to extract a resulting zip
file (they encapsulate it in another zip file within the original zip file). PGPpe-991_Inner.zip and extract
that to get the real two files that we want, pgppe.exe and pgpstart.exe put these files in the folder
c:\pgp\
e. Open a command prompt and goto c:\program files\Windows AIK\Tools\PETools and run the following
command. Replace the indicated x86 with your system architecture (amd64, IA64, x86)

copype.cmd x86 c:\winpe_x86\
Note: VistaPE can be built on a x64 machine but only VistaPE 32-bit and not VistaPE 64-bit can be built
right now.
f.

Create a batch file called injectpgp.bat and put it in the Winbuilder076 folder. The contents follow:

injectpgp.bat

cd \
cd pgp
REM Fix \Winbuilder076\ path below too
move c:\Winbuilder076\target\vistape-core\vistape.wim c:\winpe_x86\winpe.wim
pgppe /winpe c:\winpe_x86\ c:\wde
REM Fix \Winbuilder076\ path below too
move c:\winpe_x86\winpe.wim c:\Winbuilder076\target\vistape-core\vistape.wim
cd \winbuilder076\
pause

Note: If your paths are different you will have to fix the file to match your paths.
If successful you should see something similar to below. Where the WDE driver and tools have been installed into winpe.
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g. Now back in WinBuilder goto the section under Finalize called “Create ISO/CD/USB” Click the Create a
new ISO file (since the VistaPE.WIM file has now just been updated with the new version). This is
basically to repackage the ISO since vistape.wim has been injected with the pgp plugin. You may now
want to burn and test the resulting iso file in c:\winbuilder076\iso or copy it out to the network share
and mount it on a VM that has a PGP encrypted HD to test if it works. Note: if you’re adding
DBAN/Parted magic via my modified scripts below then hold off on this step unless you’re testing.
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h. Once booted into VistaPE now PGPWDE should work from the command line. Hit the Start Button then
click Run then put in cmd.exe and hit ok.
Below are the PGPWDE commands that can be run from the command line to mount a PGP encrypted
HD. Enum is to enumerate list the available drives. Status will tell you if the drive is PGP
enabled/encrypted. In the Auth line replace xxxx with your passphrase to mount the drive. Note: Those
are double dashes in the command switches except the –p “xxxx” which is a single dash.
pgpwde --enum
pgpwde --disk 0 --status
pgpwde --disk 0 --auth -p “xxxx”
pgpwde -h

Woohoo it works!

pgpscript.txt
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VI.

Adding Scripts
To make the VistaPE more useful we need to add more scripts and files. A number of
these can be grabbed just by going back to Download under the main Winbuilder
page.

a. Creating Vista Source Folder – This can be created in multiple ways. First create a
C:\VistaSP1Source folder. The main goal is to extract the install.wim file from a
Vista SP1 folder (suggest Business/Enterprise/Ultimate)
i. If Vista Ultimate SP1 install disk is in your d:\ then d:\sources\install.wim is
the file you want to extract, go ahead right-click on the file and choose
mount. If the mount option doesn’t appear then you will need to setup the
wim mounter, see section {III.b} setting up WIM Mounter. Then go to the
c:\mounted_wim folder and copy the Windows and Program Files folder to
the C:\VistaSP1Source folder
b. Suggested Scripts
i. Addons\Ext3 Installable
(accessing linux partitions)
ii. App\Administrative Tools\Registry Loader PE v1.0.12 (Access registry)
iii. App\Data Recovery\GetDataBack for FAT/NTFS (requires modified
Addons\common)
(Data Recovery)
see vktmod_winbuilder.zip
iv. App\Diagnostic\Advanced PCI Info Utility
(Hardware check tool)
v. App\Diagnostic\Cpuz v1.49
(CPU + Memory ID)
vi. App\Diagnostic\HDDScan 2.x
(Hard drive diag)
vii. App\Diagnostic\HDTune 2.54
(Hard drive diag)
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viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
xvi.
xvii.
xviii.
xix.
xx.

App\Diagnostic\CPUID Hardware Monitor
App\Diagnostic\System Information Viewer
App\Diagnostic\Unknown Device Identifier
App\Disk Tools\ImageX with WimFltr and FltMgr
App\Disk Tools\MbrFix + GUI
App\Disk Tools\MBRWizard
App\File Tools\HxD v1.6.1
App\File Tools\Foxit PDF Reader 2.3
App\File Tools\Xnview 1.93.4
App\Network\Putty 0.60 (Full)
App\Network\UltraVNC Client and Server
App\Network\WinSCP
App\System\BGInfo

(Hardware check tool)
(WinVista+ Imaging tool)
(MBR Fixing utility)
(MBR Fixing utility)
(Hex Editor)
(Image viewer)
(ssh terminal)

(sftp)
(desktop background
information gatherer)
xxi. OtherOS\Memtest86+ 2.01
(Memory diagnostics)
xxii. Roadkil.net tools see link below for the script. I particularly recommend
Unstoppable copier.
http://www.boot-land.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=6305&hl=roadkil

c. VKT Modified Scripts
Many of these were modified so that they will work with a combination of
the Vista SP1/Server 2008 WAIK with the VistaSP1Source folder. This allows
things that require the WAIK as a build base (namely PGP because it crashes
if you don’t build with the WAIK), and pieces of a Vista DVD. If you would like
to modify the scripts yourself the main things I’ve changed/removed from
the scripts is a check for VistaCD as source and redirects for downloads to the
c:\VistaSP1Source folder created earlier from extracting the install.wim file.
(see VI. A. Creating a Vista Source Folder)
i. Addons\Common components see vktmod_winbuilder.zip
ii. Addons\Support for running *.cpl files see vktmod_winbuilder.zip
iii. Addons\Common DLL see vktmod_winbuilder.zip
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iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Addons\MMC see vktmod_winbuilder.zip
Addons\PENetCfg see vktmod_winbuilder.zip
Addons\Remote Desktop Connection see vktmod_winbuilder.zip
Base\Additional Files and Drivers
(includes fixes for hotplugging USB detection listed at
http://www.boot-land.net/forums/index.php?s=&showtopic=6732&view=findpost&p=56496

Note: If you have problems with detecting USB keyboards and mice or using
hubs or detecting the USB removable drives add the following lines to
Base\Additional Files and Drivers (c:\Winbuilder076\Projects\VistaPECore\Base\04-additonional.script) at the end of the [Process] section. The
04-additional.zip file in vktmod_winbuilder.zip is already modified this way.
(Thanks to CTMag for this fix)
DirCopy,"%BootSRC%\Windows\inf","%TargetDir%\Windows"
DirCopy,"%BootSRC%\Windows\system32\drivers","%TargetDir%\Windows\system32"
DirCopy,"%BootSRC%\Windows\system32\driverstore","%TargetDir%\Windows\system32"
FileDelete,"%TargetDir%\Windows\inf\*.pnf"
DirDelete,"%TargetDir%\Windows\inf\BITS"
DirDelete,"%TargetDir%\Windows\inf\RemoteAccess"

This fix allows for hotplugging usb devices as well. It allows you to remove the Genius Drive from the machine after boot
is completed since everything is loaded in memory already from the VistaPE.wim file then attach another USB storage
device and have it detect and mount properly (sometimes takes a while and may have to refresh CubicExplorer)
Also when this is done it's best to add a line in the injectHWPNPfix.bat file to delete the vistape.cfg in the folder
c:\Winbuilder076\Target\VistaPE-Core\ otherwise you may get a dialog prompting the presence of a new VistaPE.cfg file
every time on boot up.
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viii. App\Disk Tools\Ghost11 script included here but you will have to provide
your own Ghost files and add them in under the ghost11 folder using
buttons on the left, the Add, and New Folder buttons. Ghost is commercial
software and so is not included here in ghost.zip see
vktmod_winbuilder.zip

ix. App\Disk Tools\Radis Files see vktmod_winbuilder.zip
x. App\File Tools\Windiff – File Compare see vktmod_winbuilder.zip
xi. Optional – Parted Magic 4.3+ - You can find it at the following site.:
(Note: This part can fail in build if you don’t have an internet connection or
if the a Parted Magic site is down).
http://www.bootland.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=8065&hl=parted+magic
Thanks to JonF for the script.
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xii. Optional - Derek’s Boot and Nuke version 2 (DBAN)
To use this, after running a build, run the mod_dbanonly.bat file from inside the folder, this will extract the
proper files into the target folder. Then go back into the Finalize\Create ISO/CD/USB and click the Create a
new ISO file button to update the VistaPE-Core.iso file or if you’re doing a USB thumb drive, use the Make USB
boot device button. Note: if you’re doing PGP injection then this build should come after both mod.bat and
injectpgp.bat files have been run. see vktmod_winbuilder.zip
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VII.

Adding Drivers
a. Requires mustang (Paul Larini)’s “add drivers” script. This is the original version
available from http://www.mechrest.com/plugins/BartPEGuide/AddDrivers.zip

AddDrivers.zip

For more information see also: Mudcrab’s guide to adding drivers to VistaPE
http://themudcrab.com/vistapeguide_drivers.php
b. Extract AddDrivers.zip to get AddDrivers.script and copy this into your
c:\WinBuilder076\Projects\VistaPE-Core\Drivers folder
c. Once you put the AddDriverX.script file into the right folder (you probably have to
close then reopen winbuilder for it to refresh the list. You should be able to locate
it under a 2nd Drivers section. The below is an example of what you should see.
Note: do not put spaces in any of the paths or filenames. Also don’t forget to hit
the Save button after adding a driver.
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d. The script only allows 5 drivers to be inserted at a time via their INF files but you
can copy multiple scripts into the Drivers folder with suffix numbers.
i. For example. AddDrivers1.script AddDrivers2.script AddDrivers3.script
AddDrives4.script will allow you to add up to 20 drivers. Here are some
example files.
ExampleAddDrivers.zip

ii. I tend to break them up into category/manufacturer, here are some
example files that go with ExampleAddDrivers.zip and to use them extract
them so the driver folders end up in c:\VistaPEDrivers
MiscNetworkDrivers.zip

Dell_PERC_Drivers.zip

I suggest adding the Apple USB to Ethernet and the Nintendo WII Usb
Ethernet adapter by DATEL (uses ASIX AX88772 chipset) as these two USB
Ethernet dongles are easy to find and are fairly cheap. The Nintendo one
has an advantage in that it has an activity light indicator which comes in
handy sometimes. It also has dedicated driver support for Mac/Win/Unix
platforms. The Apple adapter is smaller and more portable but requires a
modified unsupported .INF driver file (included in the above
MiscNetworkDrivers.zip file. Read the script description tags lines for full
list of drivers included.
Nintendo WII USB Ethernet adapter by DATEL $25
http://www.amazon.com/Wii-LAN-AdapterNintendo/dp/B000MXDT80/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=videogames&qid=1244
058338&sr=8-1
Apple USB Ethernet adapter $30
http://www.amazon.com/Apple-MB442Z-Ethernet-adapterMacBook/dp/B0012P26ZO/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=electronics&qid=12440
58511&sr=8-1
iii. I suggest unchecking “pause after each driver is installed” unless debugging.
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VIII.

Minor Customization
a. In Winbuilder
i. under Main Configuration we set the Grub4Dos skin to Text.
ii. Under Base\BS Explorer 2 set the Desktop Label to CRC Genius VerNo
b. Under Addons disable Map Network Drive (this shortcut doesn’t work).
c. Under Addons disable Ruslat – small keyboard indicator
d. Under Addons disable Total Commander
e. Under Tweaks disable VistaPE Expansion Pack
f. Under Security disable DiskCryptor 0.4
g. Under Finalize\CreateISO/CD/USB change the Volume name to GeniusVerNo (no
spaces or special chars here).
h. When formatting the volume to begin with I typically use FAT32 quick format and
name the volume the same here GeniusVerno.
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i.

Fix for hw.bat file I put the following code in an injectHWPNPfix.bat file in the Winbuilder
folder. Go to the c:\winbuilder076\target folder then right-click on the vistape.wim file and
choose “mount as writeable”. Now run the injectHWPNPfix.bat file to replace the contents of
hw.bat then right-click again on the vistape.wim file and choose “Commit Changes”.
1st Note: This batch file additionally ensures imagex and wimfilter ends up on the image. It also copies
the tools folder from the VistaPE.wim file out so that it's usable without booting the VistaPE.wim file.
Useful if you don't want to boot off the CD or USB Thumb/Hard Drive but still want to access the tools
folder.
2nd Note: The Registry loading addresses an issue with using diskpart under VistaPE
see http://support.microsoft.com/kb/931760
and
http://www.911cd.net/forums//index.php?showtopic=21186&st=0 (thanks to Jaclaz for this one)

ECHO Mount Writeable the Target\VistaPE-Core\vistape.wim file
pause
copy hw.txt \mounted_wim\windows\system32\hw.bat
copy pgpscript.txt \mounted_wim\
REM make sure ImageX and WimFltr end up on in VistaPE.wim
copy "Projects\VistaPE-Core\App\Disk Tools\imagex\files\imagex.exe" \mounted_wim\windows\system32\
copy "Projects\VistaPE-Core\App\Disk Tools\imagex\files\intlcfg.exe" \mounted_wim\windows\system32\
copy "Projects\VistaPE-Core\App\Disk Tools\imagex\files\wimgapi.dll" \mounted_wim\windows\system32\
copy "Projects\VistaPE-Core\App\Disk Tools\imagex\files\wimfltr.inf" \mounted_wim\windows\system32\
copy "Projects\VistaPE-Core\App\Disk Tools\imagex\files\wimfltr.sys" \mounted_wim\windows\system32\
REM The below lines will copy over the tools folder so that you can run stuff without
REM booting from the USB Thumb drive. Useful for running the tools Live under the real
REM system OS. It also deletes the extra vistape.cfg which isn't needed since there's
REM one in vistape.wim already
cd Target\VistaPE-Core\
del vistape.cfg
md Tools
cd Tools
xcopy "c:\Mounted_Wim\Program Files\*.*" /s
echo Don't forget to delete the Java folder!
cd ..
cd ..
cd ..
reg load HKLM\PE-SYS c:\mounted_wim\Windows\system32\config\system
Reg Add "HKLM\PE-SYS\ControlSet001\Services\vds\Alignment" /t Reg_Dword /v LessThan4GB /d 0 /f
Reg Add "HKLM\PE-SYS\ControlSet001\Services\vds\Alignment" /t Reg_Dword /v Between4_8GB /d 0 /f
Reg Add "HKLM\PE-SYS\ControlSet001\Services\vds\Alignment" /t Reg_Dword /v Between8_32GB /d 0 /f
Reg Add "HKLM\PE-SYS\ControlSet001\Services\vds\Alignment" /t Reg_Dword /v GreaterThan32GB /d 0 /f
reg unload HKLM\PE-SYS
Echo Commit Changes to the Target\VistaPE-Core\vistape.wim file
pause
::Code for hw.bat
::HWPnP.exe +all /u /a /log /p /d
::HWPnP.exe +all -storage\volume -USB\ROOT_HUB +USB\ /log /p /u /d+ /a
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IX.

Creating ISO/USB Drive
a. ISO Burning - Generally what I suggest doing here if this has been built under a Virtual PC is to
now transfer the iso file out through the network share if you’re burning an iso file. Use your
favorite ISO burning software Roxio/Nero/Sonic etc. I suggest imgburn from www.imgburn.com
if you need a tool.
b. Creating a USB Thumb Drive/Hard Drive –

For people doing the development under a Virtual Machine environment. If you’re creating a USB thumb drive
or hard drive though I suggest copying the ENTIRE c:\Winbuilder076 folder out (may want to use Zip with
“store only no compression” to get past Anti-virus scanning slowdowns/false positives). And then running it
under the native OS. For people building under the native OS then skip down to below. Note: Once the drive is
done, it may or may not boot in your machine. Newer computers tend to boot better with USB thumb drive or hard
drive.

i. To start with obtain a sufficiently large Thumbdrive or USB Hard drive . I suggest 2 gigs
minimum but 8-64 gigs is probably better, and it should already have a primary partition
on it, if not create one using Disk Management, you can use Section IX. C, Part A - Step
A2. Be sure you’re willing to lose ALL data on this drive.
If you are using a USB Hard drive skip to step ii. If you are using a USB Thumb drive you
go to http://www.msfn.org/board/index.php?showtopic=87993&st=17 and use one of
those tools to format the drive to prep it properly
http://www.boot-land.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=7739 I suggest this tool
RMPrepUSB. If you're using Windows Vista/Windows 7, be sure to run this as
Administrator (thanks Jaclaz!)
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First clean the drive of all partitions. Use the Boot Option\CLEAN USB drive (erase USB drive partitions) and
then hit Prepare Drive. You'll get some warning messages just hit OK then OK again until it wipes the drive.

Safely eject the drive then pit it back. Then prep it for VistaPE, set the Filesystem for FAT32 or NTFS. Set the
Size (1 gig or more suggested, 980 used here for later OS/X dual-boot integration purposes), set the Volume
Label. Uncheck Boot as HDD (2PTNS). Select WinPE/Vista v2 bootable and click Prepare Drive. Click OK, OK
then it should be ready.
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ii. Open My Computer then right click and choose Format the drive using FAT32. (PLEASE
MAKE SURE YOU SELECT THE RIGHT ONE!) They say you can use NTFS, but I stick with
FAT32 for compatibility issues such as MacOS files etc. Note: On FAT32 you’re limited to
4 gig max file size if you’re doing large file transfers/backups. Quick format is fine. If
you’re using a U2/U3 enabled flash drive like the Sandisk Cruzer’s then you will have to
use their utility to remove this feature first then format. Go ahead and quick format.
Capacity can be larger or smaller as you need. Suggest a minimum of 1 gig though. Go
ahead and hit Start then OK to format it. Hit Ok when done formatting the Close.
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iii. Return to Winbuilder and goto Finalize\Create ISO/CD/USB and where it
says Please select the root directory of your USB-Device use the folder
button to select the correct drive letter.
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iv. Once selected hit OK then hit OK again (don’t worry it’s not going to format
it again and we can ignore the error message about Windows cannot find
“D:\WinbuilderBLAHBLAHBLAH\HPUSBFW.exe”

v. Once you hit ok it will start to copy the files from the
c:\Winbuilder076\Target folder
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vi. Grub4Dos installing – Here again be sure to select the correct disk.
Selecting the wrong disk will result in problems (especially if you choose the
primary OS’s active boot drive). I can’t stress this enough.

BE SURE TO SELECT THE CORRECT DRIVE!
Then hit the Install Button and voila you now have the bootloader installed.
And if you’re adventurous you can try tweaking chainloads etc. and add
more tools like the XP Recover Disk, DBAN, Parted Magic, other LiveOS’s
etc. If you have problems installing the Grub4Dos, you may have to use
“--skip-mbr-test” (remove quotes) in the Options\Extra field.
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c. Extra Credit – Super Duper Bonus Points! – So you want to dual boot Mac OS/X?
Requirements: This requires a USB Hard drive to consolidate as Windows refuses
to multi-partition Flash drives typically (or if you have a USB thumb drive with the
removable bit set to off). This assumes you already have an OS/X bootable thumb
drive with 10.5.2+ (might work with 10.5/10.5.1 but haven’t tested) and a USB
Hard drive with a bootable/working VistaPE or other WinPE based USB bootable
files. I suggest 8 gigs or better hard drive and I suggest 16 gigs minimum. This will
allow for expansion to future OS’s like Windows 7 and also allow you to run
updates on OS/X without having to reimage every time due to space constraints.
For 16 gigs I suggest 4 gigs to PC side and 12 gigs to Mac side. If you have only an
8 gig drive, I suggest 1 gig to PC and 7 gigs to Mac side.
Part A. Under a Windows XP/Vista/7 box (note these instructions are for
Windows Vista/Windows 7, but XP is similar, just that it is creating a New
Partition instead of Simple Volume)
Step A1) First backup your working WinPE/PE2/PE3/VistaPE drive with
Ghost11, be sure to ghost using the –ib switch to preserve the boot sector.
What we’re doing here: Creating a 2nd primary partition big enough for
your MacOSX bootable thumb drive to be restored onto 7 gigs minimum or
better. However if this is a small drive I suggest not using all the available
remaining space so that this image can be used to image other drives. Not
all 8 gig thumb drives have the same space. So I usually buffer my numbers
by about 50-100 megabytes of gap space at the end.
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Step A2) Open Control Panel\Administrative Tools\Computer Management
then goto Storage then Disk Management.

Step A3) Right click on the unallocated space or partition you want to use
and choose New Partition.
Step A4) Hit next then set the Simple Volume Size, I chose 6659 megs here.
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Step A5) Assign a drive letter, doesn’t really matter here, hit Next. Select
“Do not format this volume”. Leave it raw or you may have troubles
formatting it in Disk Utility. Hit Next again.

Step A6) Click Finish.

Note: Autoplay may ask you to format this volume. Do not format it leave it a raw partition.
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Step A7) Eject the drive safely.
Part B. On an Intel Mac running Leopard (10.5.6 is what I used)
Step B1) Attach the drive to an Intel Mac running Leopard.
Step B2) Go to Applications look under Utilities and open Disk Utility
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Step B3) Use the Erase Tab to format the 2nd primary partition as OSX
Extended (Journaled). You can label the drive here as well.

There will be a confirmation dialog. Verify things are correct then hit Erase.
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Step B4) Use Disk Utility's Restore command to restore the files from the
Leopard only volume to the newly formatted partition (this can be done
with a premade .dmg source file instead if desired) Make sure that “Erase
Destination” is NOT checked.
Note: This will convert the GPT OS/X to a MBR OS/X. Also this
process screws up the MBR. Don’t worry, it will be fixed in Step C2.
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There will be a confirmation dialog. Verify things are correct then hit the
Restore button

Step B5) Eject the volumes from the Mac.
Note: At this point Grub4DosInstall won't work because it detects a
broken/corrupt MBR. The below steps will fix this and allow
Grub4DosInstall to work again.
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Part C. Back to the Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7 box.
Step C1) Re-attach drive to PC.
Step C2) open a command prompt (cmd.exe, in vista/win7 might have to
open in admin mode) use 'diskpart'
Step C3) use 'list disk' to get a listing of all disks.
Step C4) use 'select disk X' where X= the drive number desired.
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Step C5) use 'list partition' to get a listing of all partitions.

Step C6) use 'select partition X' where X= the 980 meg partition. Unless
you’ve created yours as a different size.
Step C7) use 'active' to set the partition active.

Step C8) use 'exit' to quit diskpart.
Step C9) Eject the drive safely.
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Note: Another option is to run one more through the steps from the
Chapter X. section b. Creating a USB Thumb Drive/Hard Drive. The part
where GrubInst occurs will also fix the issue though.
Part D. Follow-through
Step D1) Test both PC and Mac sides. Ensure both boot sucessfully. I
suggest one time on PC, once on Mac, once again on PC, once on Mac
again. Or reverse order. But it's best to test twice to ensure the drive is
successful.
Step D2) Cleanup:
Rename Windows side GENIUSW??? Rename Mac side GENIUSM??? (or as
appropriate).
Delete Mac generated Trash files on PC side.
Set the Attrib on the files in the Windows side to Read Only.
Create a save_files_in_here folder on the windows side (optional on Mac
side)
Step D3) Once the drive is set, attach it to the PC again and Ghost it using
the -ib switch.
Step D4) This new image can now be used using Ghost and Disk from
Image. If you have more space the Windows side can expand it.
Note: To upgrade the Leopard image the MacOS partition must have 1.4
gigs free to install the combo 10.5.6 update

WARNING: Test the image for integrity after creating it also test restoring it to another USB drive. If the
restore of the image indicates that the Mac partition's new size doesn't match the old size chances are very
good that it will fail to restore properly. You probably will have to reimage the device completely by
deleting all partitions in Disk manager then redoing it from top steps. Partition as before then restore mac
image then use winbuilder to inject VistaPE onto the front PC partition. After this side-by-side upgrading
should be possible but if the condition of mac partition restore size new != old pops up again get ready to
redo it again.
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X.

General Usage - Instructions

VistaPE
1.Put USB thumb drive or hard drive on computer and do a cold boot (warm boots usually do not properly detect the
bootable option for USB drives).
2.For Dell/Lenovo hit the F12 button during the startup sequence to get the Boot Menu and go ahead and select the
logical USB drive to boot from.
If you have problems with detecting keyboard and mouse please make sure to use a plain USB keyboard (no USB hub, no
multimedia options, no fingerprint reader etc.) if it still doesn't work make a note of it. Also note that there is a
vistape.hwpnp in the root of the drive. You can rename the current vistape.wim to vistape.main and rename that
vistape.hwpnp to vistape.wim and test booting with that. It may detect the keyboard/mouse better. If you have to do
this or if it still doesn't work please report it on the Genius Drive - Platform testing page.
3.If it boots successfully you should see the Grub4Dos Boot menu first
VistaPE – where all the real tools are at.
MemTest86+ - for testing memory can take a looooooooooong time depending on computer speed and amount of
memory. Figure 15-30 minutes minimum and more likely 2-4 hours perhaps as much as a full day for a much more
reliable test.
Parted Magic 4.3 – For adjusting/repairing partitions. Untested USE AT YOUR OWN RISK. Theoretically you can resize
Windows partitions fine using this tool. I’ve not verified this and you should always proceed with extreme caution when
resizing/repairing partitions. Backup your data first is the golden rule here. Let me know if this works for you.
DBan 2.0.0 Beta - (Darik’s Boot and Nuke, untested, please let me know if it works successfully, secured wipe of hard
drives, there’s no coming back from this so MAKE SURE you really want to lose the drive’s data, be sure to select the
correct hard drives to wipe, and use M to select the DoD 5220.22-M option for 7 pass secure wipe using American
Department of Defense 5220.22-M Standard wipe, F10 to start)
4.When the drive boots you should see the standard Vista white preboot-bar then the normal Vista startup sequence.
5.Once the desktop starts to load you should see a dialog window. VistaPE Loader. Preparing System. When this gets to
the point of Press any key for skipping please do not press any key, let it start to detect plug and play devices. If you
have problems with keyboard and mouse detection you may want to try bypassing this step for a particular model.
Please note this if you have to and report it to the Genius Drive - Platform testing page.
Main Tools:
CubicExplorer – This is the main file explorer (note that the Map network drive button doesn’t work here, use PENetCfg
to map network drives). This is pretty nice actually because you can use tabs for explorer windows. Standard
copy/paste/move options are available.
PENetCfg – Use this to map network drives. You can also create a share (untested, please let me know if this works).
Note if there is no detected Network card please record the make/model and report it on the Genius Drive – Platform
testing page.
Sala’s Password Renew – Use this to change a local user password or to create a new local admin account.
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a)

First on the right bottom corner, use the Select a Target button.

b)

Then select the proper Windows directory e.g. c:\windows

c)
then click either Renew existing user password or Create new Administrator user. It will prompt you for the
relevant info.
d)

Once entered, click the Install button on the left side. It should say successfully created/changed etc.

e)

Click the Quit button then use the main Start Button and shutdown/reboot the machine.

WinSCP – SFTP/FTP client.
“By default this has two profiles, one for cardinal.stanford.edu and one for crc-resources.stanford.edu this will allow you
to transfer files to/from crc-resources.stanford.edu Logins are your SUNETID/Password. The default will send you to the
People directory (/Volumes/promise/People) where you should see your personal folder available. You can change
directory to /Volumes/datastore/Resources to access the CRC Resources folder. Here under Software then mac and
windows you should be able to find many of the software packages used by CRC.” Note: Only applicable to Stanford - ITS
- CRC
System Information Viewer – A large collection of diagnostic information on the system.
Programs\Administrative Tools\Registry Loader PE – This allows you to mount the local machine’s real OS’s registry.
Select the correct Windows directory at the top (using Remote Windows Directory Button). Then pick which System
Hives you want to load and if you want to you can select a user’s ntuser.dat file to get a User Profile Hive for the user.
Everything that actually belongs to the real system will be prefixed under the HK?? Roots as _C_ etc. for example.
\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\_C_SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
Other Tools:
Programs\Archivators\7-Zip

Great tool for compression/decompression.

Programs\Data Recovery\GetDataBack

Data Recovery tool from www.runtime.org

Programs\Diagnostic\Advanced PCI Info Utility

Beware using IRQ\Routing Table BSOD possible.

Programs\Diagnostic\CPUID Hardware Monitor

Will be removed in next revision

Programs\Diagnostic\CPUZ

General CPU/Memory Identifier

Programs\Diagnostic\HDDScan

Hard Drive test tool.

Programs\Diagnostic\HDTune

Hard Drive test tool.

Programs\Diagnostic\Unknown Device Identifier

Identify hardware, can be used to backup drivers

Programs\Disk Tools\Disk Partitioner

BACKUP First before using!

Programs\Disk Tools\Ghost11

Norton Ghost disk imaging software

Programs\Disk Tools\MbrFix

General tool for managing MBR’s
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Programs\Disk Tools\MBRWizard

MBRWhisky tool for managing MBR’s

Programs\File Tools\Far

Slim explorer for navigating older systems or low res systems

Programs\File Tools\Foxit PDF Reader

PDF viewer

Programs\File Tools\HxD
boot)

Hexeditor (Note: won’t work if USB drive doesn’t detect after

Programs\File Tools\Windiff

Simple file/directory Difference checker

Programs\File Tools\XnView Image Viewer

Image browser

Programs\Network Tools\Opera

Internet Web Browser

Programs\Network Tools\Putty

SSH Terminal program

Programs\Network Tools\Remote Desktop Conn.

MS Remote Desktop Connection (no NLA support)

Programs\Network Tools\Ultra VNC Client/Server

General VNC Client/Server (Server not working currently)

Command prompt tools: (open a command prompt and type these in)
pgp – This will print out the list of commands necessary to use PGPWDE to mount an encrypted disk/volume. Note the
double-dashes for switches
pgpwde --enum
pgpwde --disk 0 --status
pgpwde --disk 0 --auth -p “xxxx”
pgpwde -h
radis1 or radis2 – Same as the CRC Tech CD/Original Genius Drive, this will initiate a command to map the network drive
and then start a radis setup. Note: Only applicable to Stanford - ITS - CRC
MacOSX
1.Do a cold reboot and while booting hold down the Alt button until you see the GENIUSM drive to boot from as an
option. Select the drive and click the small button below the drive icon to boot from it.
2.Once fully booted you should have familiar options available to you.
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XI.

Resources
a. Links
VistaPE project main site: http://vistape.net/
WinBuilder project main site: http://winbuilder.net/
VMWare Server site: http://www.vmware.com/products/server/
Microsoft Virtual PC 2007 site:
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?displaylang=en&FamilyID=28
c97d22-6eb8-4a09-a7f7-f6c7a1f000b5
b. Other useful sites
Windows 7 PE project site: http://www.bootland.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=7250
Ultimate Boot CD For Windows: http://www.ubcd4win.com/
911CD forums: http://www.911cd.net/
Grand Stream Dreams page on VistaPE + PGP (by Claus Valca, the PGP integration
part was particularly useful)
http://grandstreamdreams.blogspot.com/2009/03/custom-winpe-building-postscript-and.html
c. Scripts
Site of many xVPE scripts http://maxrealqnx.boot-land.net/ has a Java script
addon and many other useful scripts.
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